
FEEDBACK

I agree with Mr Annstrong The consistence of Ivor Catl's
(November, 1985 Letters) that Mr misrepresentation of Maxwelrs
Self does appear pedantic, even laws is relnarkable. Whatever
didactic. in print, but think that Ml- deficiency they do contain, if any,
Self has a point in which. however, it is certainly not at the elementary
there is confusion of engineering level clabned in the issue of
and other factors. Novelnber 1985. ('The Hidden

Ultimately, uncontrollable Message in MaxweU's Equations').
variations in manufacture result in The basic probleln remains
what are, on a scale of perfection, apparent ignorance of vectors and
gross differences between the role they play ill Maxwellian
individual items of components. let theory. Ivor Catt seelns to think
alone the differences to which Mr that Maxwell's laws are some kind
Curl draws attention (EWWNov, of elaborate hoax supported by an
1985) for capacitors. On this scale establisl11nent conspiracy to
of perfection every item within suppress 'alternative' theories. He
auditoria and studios, performance, also believes that equations (9) and
recording or transmission, (10) in his latest diatribe represent
including links, and reproductioll, the views of the conspirators. If
including rooms, has a similarly they did, he would indeed have a
highly variable effect on what we point. But, sad to say, the
can hear, as well as undoubted windll1ills that this exuberant
variations in our own biological l(llight errant is tilting at are
systems on different social and significantly different from the
emotional levels and time scales. reality of MaxwelU

In the mid-fifties I knew several The ll1istake he lnaltes is
professional musicians and as I got fundalnelltal and disastrous. It is
to know them it became plain that, entirely necessary to Inoderll em
despite acute musical appreciation theory that the E field vector is
of the 'sound' of auditoria and of perpendicular to the 1-1 vector.
different performers' effects on Wby, then, do equations (9) and
performances, when it came to (10) not show this? Without the
radio and record reproduction they direction property of a vector, em
were largely indifferent to sound theory would fail to account for
quality. What, it seems, they had such shllple phenolllena as
been taught to look for were the reflection. Ivor Catt attaches some
minds and emotions of the mystical inlportance to Zo: anyone
composer and performer(s) at worl( who was properly conversant with
and it was these that they were EM theory would not. la is derived
listening for and identifying with. from the magnitude of the E and H
As with language, it was 'the vectors; tbeh· directional property
meaning' rather than detailed is elilninated and nlost that is
syntax and sound that they useful in the theory with it. Zo is
responded to. not a 'pl"iolitive': it lacks

So for those who like realistic directional inforolation.
quality of sound (in other than live Ivor Catt's difficulties with the
performances), whether we put expression of physical concepts in
into any new system any capacitors mathelllatical fOl"nl do not seem to
at all or even specially selected be confined to electrical n18tters.
ones may perhaps produce the True enough, if he wants along the
ultimate of what can be heard, but planlc far enough in the direction
each single system will have an (hooray fpr direction!) ·v·, Ib' does
individual sound, unlikely to be indeed decrease but so does 'x'.
perfect reproduction of the Sorry, Ivor old SOIl, but you are
original. But if we can accept this wrong again, as you walk along the
sound then we can relax and enjoy plank it is because it is going
as many as possible of the bacltwards underneath you that it
subtleties of performance rather leads to that sinldng feeling.
than be obsessed with those of the Dernlod 0 'Reilly
sound alone. Particularly, we have Antwerp
to beware of a psychological BelgiuI11
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just inside op-amp headroolll to
induce the If distortion.
Nevertheless, it is always good
practice to place the subsonic
filtering as early as possible in the
audio chain. The preamplifiel
design that opened this audio can
of worms has its subsonic filter
immediately after the disc prealnp.
stage.3 and in fact the only
electrolytic capacitor the signal has
passed through before it is the one
at the very input, where signal
levels average 5mV rms. I would
suggest there will be no problenls
there.

One criticism that may well be
levelled at my reasoning is that
sinewave-and-analyser testing is
hopelessly unhip. and that there
are all sorts of degradation
phenomena that ignore sinusoids
but mangle music. I have yet to see
proposed any plausible mechanism
that could ignore single sinewaves
anywhere in the audio band. and
yet still affect complex signals.

In the course of writing this
reply, I re-read the reference Mr
Curl cited. In some ways the
articles by Jung and Marsh4 are
impressive, including as they do a
comprehensive survey of capacitor
theory and construction,
culminating in some pictures of
distortion residuals very sinli1ar to
those I obtained with tile circuit of
Fig.1, though they nowhere nlake
the point that no-one in their
senses would make a high-pass
filter with electrolytics. From this
they go on to state that "When
music is the a.c. signal, the sonic
degradation is one of compression
or a restriction of the dynamic
range. It I find this statement
remarkable, if not actually
frightening, as it implies that the
capacitor is either turning up the
gain in the presence of a low
signal, or turning it down in the
presence of a high one. I do not
believe that any such effect could
be measured with any type of
capacitor, and I fear that this is
another example of an unjustified
conceptual leap beteen a known
physical phenomenon, and an
extremely speculative conclusion. I
regret to say that such conceptual
pole-vaulting is common in the hi-fi
press, and is in danger of mal<:ing
the whole field an object of ridicule
to those involved in serious
engineering.

I cannot believe that I am the
only one who finds it disturbing
that people make such
extraordinary claims without any
attempt to explain how such a
mechanism could conceivably
operate, or making even the
roughest numerical estimate of its
magnitude.

I should like to say that I agree
whole-heartedly with the views
expressed by Mr Peter Baxandall
in the correspondence colunlns of
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HiF; News. It has become the
accepted norm to pay a quite
undue amount of attention to
people simply asserting that such
and-such an effect occurs (it really
does sound better ...) without any
sort of objective evidence. Any
"new effects" allegedly discovered
need the following before
becolning even slightly
respectable.

a) A set of double-blind,
properly-eondueted (no easy
lnatter) listening tests to show that
the effect really does exist, verified
by a rigorous statistical analysis.

b) A theoretical mechanisnl for
the operation of the effect that is at
least logically consistent, if not
actually plausible.

This second condition in
particular is almost always lacking
in the wilder statements made
about audio design.

If I can now address Mr
Armstrong in particular, I must say
the gold flashing on his telephone
leaves me unmoved. I assume it is
there to enhance reliability in
unfriendly environments, as given
the millions of telephones installed
their reliability is of great
importance. I would suggest that it
is unlikely that his 'phone company
are attempting to scale the higher
pinnacles of hi-fi reproduction.

Secondly, I am also unimpressed
by the wire-crushing thumb-wheels
(or was it thumb-crushing wire
wheels?) on his electricity meter.
These are to ensure an accurate
absolute measurement under high
current conditions, whereas in
audio a gain variation of a few
tenths of a dB are quite
unimportant, always assuming that
they are not level-dependent, of
course.

As for Mr Armstrong's defective
head amp., miraculously taking up
its p.c.b. and walking after a shot
of expensive capacitors, alII can
say is that as far as I am concerned
this kind of anecdotal evidence is
worse than,useless. If Mr
Armtrong really has found a new
psychoacoustic effect, then I would
dearly like to know how it works,
so I can use it. However, my own
suspicion is that it's one more case
of uexperimenter effect".

One more thing. I try not to take
all of this too seriously, but I think
must decline to be labelled a
pendant just because I insist that
science and engineering are about
reality and repeatable
measurements rather than
unsupported assertions. I am an
engineer, and I hope that my
approach to engineering is
scientific, because I cannot think of
any other that would work.

You might as well accuse an
accountant of pedantry when he
fails to enlbezzle his client's
money.
D.R.G. Self
Bow
London WC
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readiness increased by highly
personal criticisln al1d advertising
to accept llew and expensive
techniques and attitlldes as
inevitably better, rather than just
different!

I~ar 1110re insidious is the overall
rise in basal and transient
redundant sound, as well as greatly
increased radio and lnains..bome
noise and interference, even with
cOlnpetent filtering.
David White
Llangefni
Gwynedd
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